
EBAY INFORMATION

eBay Inc is an American multinational e-commerce corporation based in San Jose, California .. Computer information
systems researchers have also shown interest in eBay. Michael Goul, chairman of the Computer Information Systems.

The listings of sellers with a rating of 4. Though founder and Chairman Omidyar feared tighter controls might
alienate some of eBay's diehard users, several measures had been implemented including the ban on weapons,
placing adult-themed items in a secure area, offering buyers insurance from the esteemed Lloyds of London,
and allowing sellers a discounted rate at Equifax to run credit checks. Filtering of messages sent via our
messaging tools We filter the messages sent via our messaging tools automatically according to certain criteria
and check conspicuous messages manually if necessary. The seller may choose to offer only one shipping
method to buyers; or the seller may offer buyers a choice of options. Sellers were then given a rating based on
the number of their successful auctions: positive comments received one point, neutral responses a zero, and
negative comments a minus one. By the end of the company had six employees, including Jerry Skoll, eBay's
original president. The winning bid was matched by Limbaugh in his largest charity donation to date. As
Susan Grant of the National Consumers League told Internet World, "The problem basically is that auction
sites really don't take responsibility for the sales if they go bad. There are sections on your buying, selling,
communication, and general preferences. In November the U. Little did he know the impact his brainchild
would have on the Internet, auctions, and corporate history. Compliance with the Selling Practices policy is
required now for eBay Top-rated seller status and will be required for all sellers in April  In short: Information
within a listing such as item condition and seller terms and conditions need to be consistent. Can you provide
some examples of unprofessional language and tone? Additional Details. Before we learn more about how to
buy and sell on eBay, let's find out how eBay manages this level of activity. They merely put the buyer
together with the seller. This is an important area for you to check out because setting some of these tools can
make your selling career on eBay go far more smoothly. For technical reasons, the implementation may take a
few days. While eBay finalized its acquisition of Half. From the beginning, eBay's auction service sought to
create the sense of an old-fashioned marketplace and encouraged communication between hobbyists and
collectors. You must inform the other person of how we process personal data in accordance with our User
Privacy Notice. During Auction Universe began providing city-oriented auction sites through a group of
affiliated newspapers, each offering its own local auction site but run by Auction Universe. You can also
access your PayPal account to see, for example, when deposits were credited to your checking account.
Violations would include conflicting information in a listing, failure to uphold stated terms, or a disclaimer of
seller responsibility to deliver the item as described in the listing. Unless you act for purely personal purposes,
we recommend that you explain your data processing activities in your own privacy notice and protect the
privacy of other users. The following factors typically affect the retention period: Necessity for the provision
of our Services This includes such things as executing the User Agreement with you, maintaining and
improving the performance of our products, keeping our systems secure, and maintaining appropriate business
and financial records. Most of our retention periods are determined on the basis of this general rule. The new
Sotheby's site would supersede both eBay's Premier site and Sotheby's own online auction site. The company
denied such reports, claiming confidence in its systems. Automated decision-making We use technologies that
are considered automated decision making or profiling. Talks, however, fell apart.


